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[J Cole]
yeah, uh
yeah, lost in a world ?
can't fire no ?
please, you got a part of these ?
a lot of niggers pray to god that they chocked
never see the ?. fall off and be broke
reminiscent on the hard time, so often, it need hope
the slippers, foot in the door
promise when i made it, i write my hook ?
but now i'm elevated and got my foots in the floor while
i'm pushing this pause
seem to be more concerned to how i look on the ?
staring in the mirror just to see her.. remorse
take a look at my chain, look at what i've became!
[Selah Sue]
you never had it easy, i know
but i still remember you,
and what we used to have
so i say this' my song for you, my friend
and you can only see that i,
can hardly let things go, oh oh yeah
so listen to the sound of my voice
your brothers sending momma love,
is giving me no choice no no no
so listen to the sound of the point, ha!
raggamuffin is a freedom fighter,
he's handeling a choice and i know, that
[Hook:]
dear raggamuffin is one of the band
what you see is what you really need in the end
what you ever gonna gonna do i dunno
dear raggamuffin shall not fall down
cause he has the wisdom of a not fool around
what is a good sense under ya ground yeah
[Selah Sue]
you never had it easy, i know
but i still remember you,
and what we used to have
so i say this' my song for you, my friend
and you can only see that i will never on ?
[Hook:]
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dear raggamuffin is one of the band
what you see is what you really need in the end
what you ever gonna gonna do i dunno
dear raggamuffin shall not fall down
cause he has the wisdom of a not fool around
what is a good sense under ya ground yeah
[J Cole]
yeah, that mean that you ?
somewhere, deep down there
hiding in the corner is a nigger who care
believed he could change the world, and he did
now it's ? used to write ?
but that's gone, it's been so long, cause he's scared
the world ain't fair, and i'm fully aware
when the revolution comes will i stay, or will i ride?
[Hook:]
dear raggamuffin is one of the band
what you see is what you really need in the end
what you ever gonna gonna do i dunno
(rap, rap, rap)
dear raggamuffin shall not fall down
cause he has the wisdom of a not fool around
what is a good sense under ya ground yeah
no, no, no, yeah
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